We demonstrate that electron momentum spectroscopy ͑EMS͒, based on the high-energy (e,2e) reaction, can provide clean information on the electronic structure of the target that is not obscured by interchannel coupling in the ionization continuum. This is in sharp contrast to high-energy photoionization in which target states with different angular momentum, which are close in energy, are always mixed through interchannel coupling in the continuum. In atoms, in particular, the photoionization spectra of nl(lϾ0) subshells always have significant intensity due to admixture from the neighboring ns subshell. This mixing is shown to be negligible in electron momentum spectroscopy, a point we specifically illustrate for the (e,2e) spectra of the argon M shell. ͓S1050-2947͑98͒08409-1͔ PACS number͑s͒: 34.80. Dp, 32.80.Fb The electronic structure of an arbitrary many-electron system can be conveniently studied by observing the spectra of ejected electrons produced by photoionization or ionization by electron impact. Such ionization spectra contain important information about one-electron target states as well as many-body aspects of electron dynamics in the target. To extract this information unambiguously the experiment should be arranged in such a way that there is an obvious correspondence between the initial state of the bound electron in the target and the final state of the ejected electron in the continuum. To ensure that, one has to minimize the coupling between various degenerate ionized channels originated from different one-electron target states. Until very recently it was commonly believed that this can be achieved in the limit of high energy transfer and away from the corelevel ionization thresholds.
The electronic structure of an arbitrary many-electron system can be conveniently studied by observing the spectra of ejected electrons produced by photoionization or ionization by electron impact. Such ionization spectra contain important information about one-electron target states as well as many-body aspects of electron dynamics in the target. To extract this information unambiguously the experiment should be arranged in such a way that there is an obvious correspondence between the initial state of the bound electron in the target and the final state of the ejected electron in the continuum. To ensure that, one has to minimize the coupling between various degenerate ionized channels originated from different one-electron target states. Until very recently it was commonly believed that this can be achieved in the limit of high energy transfer and away from the corelevel ionization thresholds.
However, in a recent Letter, Dias et al. ͓1͔ convincingly demonstrated that the interchannel mixing persists in the high-energy photoionization at very large photon energies, at least up to several keV. This was shown to be due to the parametrical smallness of the photoionization cross sections of the one-electron target states with different orbital momenta l. The photoionization cross section falls off with the photoelectron energy as E Ϫ7/2Ϫl . Hence, at large enough photon energies the target states with the smallest l will produce the largest contribution to the photoionization continuum. This contribution will admix with the other ionization channels and perturb them considerably if the interchannel coupling fails to decrease rapidly enough with increasing photon energy. As is shown in ͓1͔, this situation takes place when the target states with different angular momenta are close in energy and the photoelectron wave functions in different channels oscillate in phase. This is always the case in atomic photoionization when an ns subshell interferes with the neighboring np subshell. The continuum channel coupling can also affect the photoionization spectrum of a crystal when two neighboring energy bands have different orbital character at a given point in the reciprocal space. The power law for the photoionization cross section is derived from the behavior of the target wave function near the origin and is universal in the nonrelativistic regime for atoms, molecules, and solids. Thus interchannel coupling cannot be ignored in the photoionization process.
Electron momentum spectroscopy ͑EMS͒, based on the (e,2e) reaction, is an alternative way of studying the electronic structure of many-electron systems. This technique was first developed for atoms and molecules ͓2͔ and later applied to solids ͓3,4͔. In an (e,2e) experiment an energetic electron knocks out an initially bound target electron with subsequent detection of the two outgoing electrons, in coincidence, to fully determine the kinematics of the event. By using the laws of energy and momentum conservation, the state of the target electron before the collision can be fully reconstructed. By employing this technique the momentum distribution of various target electron states can be obtained. A large number of EMS experiments on atoms, molecules, and solids have been analyzed neglecting interference in the ionization continuum. It was first noted by Amusia ͓5͔ that if, as in high-energy photoionization, this approximation were to break down for EMS, then most of the earlier (e,2e) results should be significantly reconsidered.
The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that under the kinematical conditions used for EMS, one can neglect the effect of interchannel coupling in the ionization continuum. Although the strength of the interchannel coupling in the (e,2e) reaction is essentially the same as that for photoionization, the (e,2e) ionization amplitude has no parametrical smallness with respect to the transferred energy and therefore there is no appreciable intensity due to admixture of the s states to other lϾ0 states. The only parameter that enters the (e,2e) ionization amplitude is the recoil momentum q. As this amplitude ϰq l , the admixture of s states that effects nons states can only occur in a narrow kinematical region of very small q. We argue that the size of this region decreases as the energy transferred during the collision increases. Thus, PHYSICAL REVIEW A OCTOBER 1998 VOLUME 58, NUMBER 4 PRA 58 1050-2947/98/58͑4͒/2815͑4͒/$15.00 2815 © 1998 The American Physical Society at large enough incident energies one gets ''pure'' momentum profiles of the one-electron target states. EMS experiments are commonly analyzed within the approximation in which all the continuum spectrum high energy electrons are considered as the plane waves: ͗r͉k͘ ϭexp(ik•r). With this simplification the fully resolved sixfold (e,2e) cross section can be presented in the following form ͓6͔:
Here and throughout we use the atomic units ͑a.u.͒ by setting បϭeϭmϭ1. Cross section ͑1͒ gives the probability of detecting the two outgoing electrons, with energies E 1 ,E 2 , within the solid angles ⍀ 1 ,⍀ 2 . In Eq. ͑1͒ indices 0, 1, and 2 refer to the incident, scattered, and ejected electrons, respectively. We also introduce the binding energy ⑀ϭE 0 ϪE 1 ϪE 2 and the momentum transfer Kϭk 0 Ϫk 1 . V(K) ϭ4/K 2 is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb interelectron interaction.
For the moment we neglect the ground-state correlation in the target and describe it by a set of one-electron states i. The ionized state of the system, in which an electron is removed from the orbital i, is not an eigenstate of the (NϪ1)-electron Hamiltonian. It is described by the retarded or single-hole Green's function:
where the secondary quantized operators a i † ,a i create or annihilate an electron in a given state i. The time dependence is imposed as
where H is the full Hamiltonian of the system. We assume that the Green's function is nearly diagonal on the chosen basis, i.e., where ϭpϪk 2 , ϭe z , and Ӷ1. The overlap term in Eq. ͑8͒ disappears because of different orbital character of the states i and j. The first nonvanishing term is the dipole one provided the difference in the orbital momenta ͉l i Ϫl j ͉ϭ1. The integral correction can now be approximated by the following expression:
Here 0 ϭ( i Ϫ j )/k 2 and max Ӎ1. The contribution to the integral from the area around the pole is proportional to 0 (ϰ1/k 2 ), whereas the integration over the region far from the pole gives a result of the order of 1. Hence the integral correction term is at least 1/k 2 times smaller than the first term. The only exception is the area of very small q in which the integral term has extra gain from the Fourier transform ͗q͉ j͘ϰq l j ӷ͗q͉i͘ϰq l i if l j Ͻl i . However, the size of the region in q where this happens shrinks as 1/k 2 . Hence as the energy of the ejected electron grows, the first term in Eq. ͑6͒ dominates over the integral term, and so we can neglect the interchannel coupling entirely and approximate the (e,2e) cross section by Eq. ͑1͒.
Thus, by performing EMS one can get ''clean'' ionization spectra in which the contribution from neighboring oneelectron states with different orbital character is clearly separated. To substantiate this claim we present momentum profiles of the neighboring 3s and 3p orbitals of the argon atom, as measured by EMS at various ejected electron energies and extracted from the experiment by using formula ͑1͒. Note that if the free-electron energies are not high enough, then the electron waves are distorted from plane waves by atomic and ionic potentials ͓2͔, and this must be taken into account.
As a hole created in the outermost valence shell of the atom has no real channels of decay, the imaginary part of the one-hole Green's function in Eq. ͑1͒ is reduced to the sum of the singular terms ͓9͔:
͑10͒
This expression describes a manifold of the main (␣ϭ0) and satellite lines that correspond to the ground and excited states of the ion. The spectroscopic factors of the manifold add up to unity ͚ ␣ S ␣ ϭ1, and its center of gravity corresponds to the one-electron energy ͚ ␣ S ␣ ⑀ ␣ ϭ⑀ i . As is seen from Eqs. ͑1͒ and ͑4͒, both the main line and the satellites have identical momentum profiles that are equal to the squared Fourier transform of the corresponding oneelectron orbital ͑in our case, 3s or 3p). Experimentally we measured the momentum profiles of the main 3s and 3 p lines as their intensity was the largest. The measurement was performed using the Flinders University solid-state (e,2e) spectrometer ͓10͔. The incoming electron energy was 20 keV whereas the scattered and ejected electron energies were 18.8 keV and 1.2 keV, respectively. This choice of kinematics ensured that potential complications due to distortion effects were avoided. The experimental intensities were corrected for the corresponding spectroscopic factors S 0 3s ϭ0. These results are shown in Fig. 1 . The same scaling factor is used for both the 3s and 3 p data to normalize the experiment to the theory. The agreement between the measurement and calculation is excellent. Based on our experience with distorted wave Born and impulse approximation calculations ͓2͔, we get the same good level of agreement at lower energies and different kinematics. The excellent agreement we have obtained at 20 keV in EMS on argon would not exist if the interchannel coupling mixed the one-electron 3s and 3p orbitals, as happens in high-energy photoionization. Should this coupling be significant it would have affected both the relative intensity and the momentum distribution derived from EMS measurements. In deriving Eq. ͑1͒ we neglected the many-electron correlation in the ground state and described the target by the set of independent one-electron states. In a simplistic way the ground-state correlation can be viewed as mixing of various configurations of the occupied one-electron states. In atoms this idea can be rigorously implemented using the multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method, which gives a very accurate description of atomic ground states ͓13͔. However, allowing the target to contain more than one configuration of the occupied one-electron states does not change the consideration of the interchannel coupling in the continuum. If this coupling can be neglected in the high-energy (e,2e) reaction for a single configuration ground state, it should not be significant for a linear combination of various ground-state configurations. To corroborate this conclusion we can point to the EMS results on the water molecule . The 1b 1 momentum distribution derived from the EMS experiment agrees very well with the theoretical electronic structure calculation, which takes into account strong ground-state correlation ͓2͔.
In conclusion, we showed that interchannel coupling is negligible in EMS. This allows us to extract unambiguous information on the electronic structure of the target. Although we demonstrated this by considering an example of atomic (e,2e) spectra, a similar consideration is equally ap- plicable for an arbitrary many-electron system including molecules and solids. Indeed, we based our arguments solely on the orbital character of the target states. This ability of the (e,2e) reaction to probe ''pure'' target orbitals is in contrast to photoionization, in which the interchannel coupling always mixes the target states no matter how large the energy of the absorbed photon is.
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